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however, elliott also speculated that the four forces led to an actual target
level, the level he called wave zero. that target, he also called the fibonacci
level. the reason for the use of the fibonacci sequence is that fibonacci, in
his books, developed a pre-elliott wave price analysis system, which can be
used without elliott wave wave analysis. that was not a part of elliott's
theories, which were limited to the elliott wave system as such. often the
retracement of a trough or temporary support line will be seen as the
estimated endpoint of a large descending cycle, for example, in the chart
below. at the same time, an extended third wave may also be considered a
follow-up to the previous decline. the target of the ascent for the third wave
is a complete retracement to the previous support level of the original rise,
which is commonly one-third of the third wave length. this will be our new
support level. of course, this target shouldnt be forgotten when you
calculate the level of the retracement. if the wave is extended, then you
can expect a strong pullback or consolidation to occur before the next wave
is about to begin. your profit target is two-thirds of the length of the wave,
with the level of one-third being a strong support or support zone,
depending on the wave form. in the chart above, the initial decline was 3%
and the retracement target was 7%. two-thirds of the length of the a wave
is 5%, with a support zone of 5% to 9%. remember, not all corrections
should be found and expanded. in this case, the chart pattern should be
considered as the retracement of the previous a wave.
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reaching out to our audience, while we have reached a large number, we
are not done with this process. while most of you were active traders, we

have more tools to help you advance into this coming week. we've packed
in quite a bit here for you. we have the opportunity to take a look at a much-

covered topic called "foreign exchange" in a much broader sense than a
simple "euro to dollars" currency transfer. we're going to be looking at the

mechanics of how to buy and sell foreign currency. we're going to be
looking at what happens to price when the u.s. dollar drops versus other
currencies, what that means for you as a u. trader, and what it means for

trading as a whole. the elliott wave principle as defined by robert r prechter
in robert r. prechter's elliott wave principle and further expanded upon in
his trilogy of books the elliott wave theorist, the elliott wave principle, and
intermediate trading and investing guide for the 21st century, has been

widely studied, tested and practiced for more than three decades. his book
the elliott wave principle is regarded by many as the best and most
comprehensive book on the subject of the elliott wave principle in

existence. the timing and trading application is known in the world of
currency trading and the stock market, and is used by many day traders
and swing traders. the book has been translated into 15 languages, and
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there are now more than 100 elliott wave course sites online, teaching
traders around the world to use this methodology to predict short-term and

long-term market behaviour. 5ec8ef588b
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